Chapters 9: The Southeast

- The Southeast contains 9 states: N_________, C_________, S_________, C_________, G_________, F_________, Al_________, M_________, L_________, Ar_________, and T__________.

- Tennessee shares a border with _________ states.

- The part of F___________ that stretches to the west is called the p___________. The part of Florida that sticks out into the ocean is called a _____________.

- North Carolina is _____________ of South Carolina.

- The two important cities in the Southeast are _____________, Florida and _____________, Georgia.

- _____________ has the highest population of any southeastern city.

- The _____________ River is the most important river in the south.
• The Mississippi River flows into the ________ ____
  ________________ near the city of ________
  ________________, L__________________.

• Part of the __________________ Mountains, which
  pass through states such as Vermont and West Virginia,
  are also a part of T__________, N______
  C__________, and G__________.

• A ____________ is a low-lying, uncultivated ground
  where water collects. You can find these landforms in
  Louisiana and Florida.

• What are some of the things the Southeast is known for?

  o l_________ s________________________
  o c____________ f______________
  o w____________ w______________
  o g__________ f______________
  o c________________